
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an artificial intelligence. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for artificial intelligence

Generate reports, develop presentations, and contribute to proposals
Develop visualizations that provide insight into your work
Document projects including business objective, data gathering and
processing, leading approaches, final algorithm, detailed set of results and
analytical metrics
Agile solution design and development – participation on daily scrum,
iteration planning, showcases and retrospectives
Managing the entire lifecycle of a research project by working with business
experts, helping identify the business value, and leading research and
platform engineers to develop prototypes and pilot implementations for
clients
Providing leadership and guidance to the R&D team
Following multiple approaches on projects by adapting existing assets,
exploring 3rd party and open source solutions and engaging in fundamental
research
Play a part in the ongoing revolution in human-computer interaction by
contributing in an innovative new product that is redefining the way Staples'
interacts with customers for all their business needs
Pursue research projects agreed upon with R&D leads, participating in both
their conception and technical development
Supervise and mentor more junior developers to successfully complete their
responsibilities and assist with career progression
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10+ years algorithm and system developing experience in one or multiple of
the following areas
Writing/publication experience in academic journals in computer science or
related field
Ability to plan and execute independent research
Ability to work in teams and mentor junior members in the art of research
Deeply understanding users, exploring their needs, contexts, behaviors,
emotions and other characteristics and effectively
Sharing your insights with the core team and other stakeholders via tools
such as user journey maps and personas


